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to a practical conclusion. It has been said that all the most improved methods for working quicksilver 
this time the idea of speech transmission was an un- ores, and may be considered as the most complete and 
dercurrent of thought with him, and he has testified perfect in every respect in the world. 
that, before 1870, he a vowed his belief that we would The total product of all the mines on the company's 

arms may be locked at any desired angle of adjust
ment. For automatically locking the two arms of the 
square in the ordinary position for use as a square, a 
flat bar spring is located in a shallow recess in one side, 
as shown in Fig. 3, a nose or latch on the free end of one day speak by telegraph. Going through all sorts 

of experiments, he succeeded in inventing the tele
phone. He lectured on it before the Society of Arts, 
in Boston, May 25, 1876, exhibited it at the Centennial 
ill Philadelphia, and in August of the same year 
speech, it was said, was transmitted over a telegrapb 
line. He has received numerous honors, and has 
written numbers of papers on his other scientific 
work, such as the photophone. He has also, for 
years, studied the subject of speech for the deaf and 
dumb. 

Fiiiii�;;;;;;=;;;.�;;:;;;iiiiffi5iffiimi;:o;;;:;;;;;;;;;r¥"�rP!i!il this sprin� projecting through in the path of the 
pivoted arm as shown in Fig. 2, so that when the latter 
is swung back it will be locked in the position repre
sented in Fig. 1. It will be seen that this square can 

D_�d'1W;l;'?l11l be readily folded to go in a regular tool box, and that 
by its use an angle or bevel can easily be measured or 

out with great exactness. 
For further information relative to this recently 

patented InVentIon, address Mr. F. W. Palmer, agent, 
Station F, New York City. 
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Elihu Thomson was born in Manchester, England, - • • , • 

1853, and at the age of 5 came to this country with his THE DEDICATION CEREMONIES. 
parents, who settled in Philadelphia, where he was The ceremonies attending the dedication of the expo-
educated, graduating from the Central High School sition buildings, October 11, 12, and 13, 1892, are to be 
in 1870. He experimented a great deal during his boy- very elaborate and impressive. The committee having 
hood in electricity and chemistry, photography and the matter in hand will devote $300,000 to that pur-
similar subjects. Graduating at the age of 17, he spent pose. It is expected that the President of the United 
six months as an analytical chemist in a laboratory, States and his cabinet, many of the senators and con-
and was then appointed Assistant Professor of Chem- gressmen and governors of the States, numerous repre-
istry and Physics in the High School, and was promoted sentatives of foreign governments, and 10,000 militia 
to the chair of Professor of Chemistry and Mechanics in and several thousand regulars will be present. A dedi-
1876. He frequently lectured and continually experi- cation ode and marches, written tor the occasion, will 
mented during this period, in the Artisans' Night be rendered with full choral and orchestral accompani-
Schools, Franklin Institute and elsewhere. He was ment. Patriotic and other music, a dedicatory oration, 
associated with Prof. Edwin J. Houston in some a pageant of symbolical floats representing the" Pro-
patents relating to dynamos, and upon these and cession of the Centuries," and magnificent displays of 
other inventions based the American Electric Com- fireworks will be among the chief features of the pro-
pany, since called the Thomson-Houston Electric Com- gramme. 
pany, organized in 1880, and became chief electrician A grand dedication ball, probably in the Auditorium, 
of the company. His invention of electric welding on the night of October 13, 1892, will conclude the exer-
and brazing has been fully described in the columns of cises dedicatory of the exposition buildings. Many 
the SCIEX'rIFIC AMERICAN and SGPPLEl\IENT. His representatives of foreign countries al'e expected to be 
very remarkable experiments in alternating current present, and the event will be, to an extent, intern a-
induction have done much to win for him an inter- tional in character. 
national renown. The air blast applied to switches • • ••• 

and commutators for blowing away destructive arcs is A New Theory of the Origin of PetroleuD.l. 

a type of his practical way of reaching results. Like An interesting compound of carbon with the metal 
Edison, he holds a great number of patents. barium, possessing the composition C,Ba, is described, 

Nikola Tesla was born at Smiljan, a small place OIl says Nature, by M. Maquenne in the current number 
the Austrian border, and is now 35 years of age. His of the Comptes Rendus. It may be considered, per-
education was received at Carlstadt in Croatia; he too as an acetylide of barium-that is, a componnd 
showed the experimental bent and eventually entered formed by the replacement of the hydrogen of acetyl-
the polytechnic school in Gratz, Austria. Here he ene, C,H" by metallic barium. For immediately it is 
studied engineering and devoted his spare time to brought in contact with water, pure acetylene gas is 
studying electricity; on graduation he entered the evolved with great rapidity. M. Maquenne has 01j-
engineering department of the telegraph at Buda- tained the new substance by the direct action of metal-
Pesth, and in 1881 took up the electric light and the lic barium, employed in the form of an amalgam 
construction of dynamo machines as his especial work. consisting of one part barium and four parts mercury, 
He is said to have been greatly impressed by the draw- A BIRD'S EYE VIEW OF THE GREAT EXPOSITION. upon powdered retort charcoal. Upon distilling such 
backs incident to the employment of the commutator a mixture in a current of hydrogen, when the mercury 
and collecting brushes on dynamos and motors. But property for thirty-eight years has .been 924,65!l flasks had been expelled and the temperature attained red
his recent work and that which has brought his name of 76� lb. each, or 70, 736,413� lb. ness, an energetic reaction was found to occur between 
more prominently before the world than ever before The total earnings of the company for twenty-one the barium and the carbon, with production of the new 
has been with alternating currents. Employing a dy- years past have been about $15,000,000, and the total carbide or acetylide. The hydrogen took no part in 
namo giving 20,000 alternations in a single second, he profits a little over $5,00J,000. the reaction, and M. Maquenne has subsequentlyf

'
ound 

has produced what Illay be properly termed the most 

I 
• • • that it may be replaced by nitrogen; the latter, how-

remarkable experimental results recently attained by AN IMPROVED CARPENTER'S SQUARE. ever, being)ess advantageous, inasmuch as the carbide 
electricity. 'Vith these alternations used in the pro- In this square the arms are pivotally secured together, produced is then admixed with more or less cyanide. 
duction of the most beautiful lighting effects, he suc- so that one lIlay be swung with relation to the other The new substance, as obtained when hydrogen is 
ceeded in showing or at least in indicating the possi- throughout an arc of ninety degrees, the joint between employed to furnish the atmosphere, consists of a gray, 
bility of producing electriclightwithoutany conductors the two arms being such that there is a minimum of friable mass, which remains quite unaltered when 
whatever. Two very striking points brought out were strain upon the pivotal point, and the bearing of such heated to bright redness. The moment, however, it is 
the construction of his apparatus. In his transformer extent that there will be no liability of the parts wear- thrown into cold water it is decomposed, with a rapid 
he employs a liquid insulator, the point being that the ing so as to be thrown out of a true perpendicular to effervescence of a gas which possesses the odor of ace
perforations of its material. naturally do no harm, as each other when opened. The longer arm of the square tylene, burns in the air with a luminous flame, precipi-
they instantly close up again. Another point tates a red substance resembling acetylide 
was that these currents of high frequency 

l'1',;'l'f'JtrFr;: r'1"P1"'r.:'''''t'r't.; "'I': "'rr:"'t'tfo tJ"'C '" r,'F'!:O' "r,"''T,''I'1'I;'''''1!''f I, of copper from an ammoniacal solution of 
have no effect on the animal system, being cuprous chloride, and, in' short, possesses all 
apparently perfectly safe, however great the properties of acetylene. M. Maquenne 
their intensity or high the potential differ- adds that the acetylene thus obtained is 
ence developed in their circuit. remarkably pure. The reaction with water 

_ •• , .. !,[I\:IIII"lif'I'"I�"lifll"'IIII�'I"'I 'I'I" I�'I'"I"'i"'I;'1if'1"'III'I�""'I' I'I'II\II:I"'\" "I"\"lif'\" lif'\'fI1'11Fl"!l may be expressed by the equation-
Production of Q,uleksllver at New . C,Ba + 2H.O = C,H, + Ba (OH),. 

Almaden. ','.} 
The Quicksilver Mines and Reduction Barium acetylide would appear to be analo-

Works of New Almaden are fifteen miles gous to the compounds obtained by 1\1. 
south of the city of San Jose, Santa Clara Berthelot by heating the metals of the alka-
County, California, in the Santa Cruz lies in a current of acetylene, and also to 
Mountains, at an elevation of 1,700 feet the acetylide of calcium prepared by Woh-
above the sea. These mines were first ler. The direct formation of this substance 
worked for quicksilver in 1845, but the ope... from barium and carbon, together with its 
rations were on a small scale, and no record reaction with water, afford another :node of 
exists earlier than 1850. They have been synthesizing acetylene, which M. Maquenne 
the most productive quicksilver i mines in considers to be of interest from the point of 
the world, excepting only the mine of Alma- view of the formation of the natural hydro-
den, in Spain. They are developed to a �� carbons. He considers it probable that other 
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300 feet, and the workings extend \. . ��'\� metals possess this same property of forming 

onzon a y over an area one mile square. acetylides under the influence of high tem-
From January 1, 1864, to December 31, 1891, AN IMPROVED CARPENTER'S SQUARE. peratures. If, therefore, as M. Berthelot 

the number of feet of drifting and sinking has attempted to show, it is a fact that 
in the mines of the company, as shown by the records, 

I 
has a shallow recess extending in for some distance I acetylene forms the primary material, or starting 

amounted
. 
to 49'U miles, at a

.
cost of $2:191,831.95. This from one end, the wall of the recess being undercut, point, for the formation of other hydrocarbons, it 

doe� not mcl�de the excavatIOn made m extracting ore and the recess terminating in a curve. In this recess is I is quite possible that such compounds of metals with 
durmg the perIOd named, nor any expenses for the same, pivoted an angled extension of t.he shorter arm of the carbon, upon coming in contact with water under con
while for the ground opened up during the previous square, the curved portion being provided wit.h gradu-! ditions of more or less pressure, may give rise to the 

�eri?d (from 1850 to 1864) 15 more miles of drifting and ated division marks up to ninety degrees, and between 

I 
production of the immense stores of natural hydro

smkmg can be added. the ph>otal screw and the curved end is a curved slot carbons, such as those which exist in the petroleum 
The reduction works consist of eight furnaces,include in which is a [set screw, by means of which the two wells of Russia and the New World. 
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